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ABSTRACT:^Jhe mesothermal to epithermal Porgera gold deposit is spatially and temporally associated
with shallow level (< 2 km emplacement depth) stocks and dykes of the Porgera Intrusive Complex (PIC). J
Thr PIC was emplaced at 6.0 ± 0 3 Ma (2a) near the northeastern edge of the Australasian craton, during a
period of Late Tertiary terrane accretion; magmatism may have been related to deep subduction beneath the
continental margm.Rjold mineralization immediately followed emplacement of the PIC, and is dated at
between 5 and 6 Ma"ago. The Porgera intrusive suite is comprised of fine- to medium-grained, porphyritic
to euhedral granular, volatile-rich, sodic alkali basalts/gabbros, hawaiites, and mugearites (TAS chemical
classification «chemc]Q Alternative descriptious in term» of shoshonilic lamprophyres and appinites (Rock &
Finlayson V*90) are not supported by rigorous studies of petrography and geochemistry. [The rocks display
chemicsi ([La/Yb]cn = 15 to 19, Ba/La = 8 to 10, La/Nb = 0.6 to OJL Sr/Nd «a 25) and isotopic
characteristics (""Sr/^Sr » 0.7035, eN d at +6, ^ b / ^ P b « 18.66, ^ P b / ^ P b w 15.56, ^"Pb/^Pb »
38.54) similar to those of intraplate alkalic basalts, but their unusually high volatile contents result in
stabilization of hornblende as a phenocryst and intergranular phase in more evolved rock types. The
observed order of cotectic crystallization is olivjne - dinopyroxene - hornblende - plagiodase, with ubiquitous
spinel (chromite/magnetite) and fluor-apatite^JWhole-rocks and minerals are characterized by high
Fe3*/Fe2+ (03 to 12 in whole-rocks, -0.7 in hornblendes, -0.6 in dinopyroxenes) suggesting crystallization
under oxidizing conditions.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Porgera gold deposit, located in the Highlands of
mainland Papua New Guinea (PNG; Fig. 1), is slated to
become one of the top six Au producers in the world. The
first gold was poured in September 1990, and output is
projected to be 28 tonnes Au per year over the first six years,
with current reserves of 342 tonnes Au (Porgera Joint
Venture media releases, 30 lh August, 24th October, 1990).
Alluvial gold was first discovered at Porgera in 1938, and low
grade primary ore was located in 194S. However, it was not
until 1983-1984 that high grade mineralization was
discovered, when fault-related bonanza-type ore was
intersected in drillcore by the Porgera Joint Venture partners
(Placer Pacific, Mount Isa Mines, and Renison Goldfields
Consolidated; Handley 1987; Henry 1988).

The deposit is dominantly epitbermal in character, but an
early stage of lower grade, largely disseminated
mineralization shows some similarities to mesothermal or
porphyry-type deposits (Fleming et al. 1986; Handley &
Bradshaw 1986). The deposit is spatially associated with a
suite of shallow-level, mafic, alkalic stocks and dykes (the
Porgera Intrusive Complex (PIC]), and possible relationships
between magmatism and mineralization are investigated by
Richards et al. (this volume). Here, we summarize the
results of geochronological, geochemical, and isotopic studies
of the PIC, and attempt to place this magmatic and
meiallogenic event within the regional tectonic framework.

2 GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Tectonic reconstructions show that the PNG mainland
represents a Tertiary collision zone between the northeastern
edge of the Australasian continental plate, and several island
arc assemblages located on oceanic microplates (Jaques &
Robinson 1977; Pigram & Davies 1987). Some of these

Fig. 1. Tectonic map of PNG, simplified from Cooper and
Taylor (1987). SLF * Stolle-Lagaip fault.
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mãoroplates may have been famed by back-arc spreading
and arc reversals associated with ENE convergence between
the Australasian and Pacific plates. Porgera is situated -25
km SW of the Lagaip fault zoae, which marks the Middle to
L * e Oligocene suture betweea «he original continental
margin and the Sepik terrane, a deformed and
metamorphosed vokano-sedimeatary sequence (Fig. 1;
Rqgerson et aL 1967; Davits 1990). This fault was
reactivated during latest Mioceae-Püoceoe collision with an
island arc located on the Bismarck Sea plate, following
emulation of an intervening oceanic segment of the
Solomon Sea plate by double-sabductioo to both the SW and
NE {Ripper &. McCue 1983; Cooper & Taylor 1967). The
coBsion resulted in defonnatioa of the continental foreland,
with development of a fold-and-tarust belt in the Mesozoic
and Early Tertiary shelf sedimeaU to the south of the Lagaip
faak zone (Rogerson et aL 1987). Rapid uplift accompanied
this deformation, with maximum rates occurring in the Early
Pliocene (Hill & Gleadow 1989).

Stocks and dykes of the PIC were unplaced during Late
Miocene time (see below) at shallow levels (< 2 km depth) in
p xjrty lithified sediments of the Cretaceous Chim Formation,
t'etroiogic and geochemicai evidence indicate that they were
derived from a larger, fractionating magma chamber situated
beneath the complex (Richards 1990a). A large (-5 km
diameter) aeromagnetic anomaly centered on the PIC
provides further evidence for the existence of this pluton
(Henry 1988). The exposed intrusions form rounded,
elongate bodies, often with no obvious roots, suggesting that
the soft sedimentary host rocks deformed ductily to
accommodate emplacement of the magma. Flat-walled dykes
are rarely observed, and no evidence has been found for
surface volcanism associated with the PIC.

3 GEOCHRONOLOGY

The age of the PIC has been investigated by Richards &
McDougaU (1990) using conventional K-Ar, and ^Ar/^Ar
step-beating dating methods (McDougall & Harrison 1988).
Mineral separates of hornblende and/or biotite were
obtained from 14 samples representing seven different
intrusive bodies from the complex. Conventional K-Ar
analyses of biotites (4 samples) yielded concordant ages with
an average of 6.02 ± 0.29 Ma (2a), but hornblendes (12
samples) yielded apparent ages which ranged from 7 to 14
Ma. In order to test whether this age discordance was due
to metamorphic overprinting resulting in young apparent
ages, or the presence of excess w A r in hornblende, six of the
hornblende samples were re-analyzed by the ^Ar/^Ar
step-heating method. Saddle-shaped age spectra were
obtained for all of these samples, with maximum apparent
ages commonly in excess of 100 Ma for low temperature gas
releases, but minima ranging from 8.7 to 5.8 Ma (Fig. 2).
Age spectra of this nature have been recognized as
diagnostic of the presence of excess *°Ar (e.g. Lanpbere &
Dalrymple 1976; Harrison & McDougall 1981). Samples
with the highest apparent K-Ar ages yielded the most
strongly curved saddles, with highest minimum ages (Fig 2b),
whereas samples with the lowest apparent K-Ar ages formed
approximately flat saddles, with minimum ages near 6 Ma
(Fig 2a). One sample (88-8) formed a statistically valid
plateau consisting of six steps extending over 48 % of the gas

release, which yielded an age of 5.96± 0.25Ma(2o). This
result is identical within error to the conventional K-Ar age
of biotites, and strongly suggests that 6.0 ± 0 3 Ma (2a)
represents the age o f crystallization of the PIC. Older
apparent ages derived from hornblendes are interpreted to
be the result of the presence of excess *Ar.

Shnflar problems of age discordance were encountered with
samples of impure seriate (illite) and roscoelite
(vanadmm-rkhmus<nvie:K?IALVl4Si(Al2020lOH>Fl4) from
deration and veining associated with gold mineralization at
Porgera, but in this case the fine grainsize of the micas
prevented analysis by the ^Ar/^Ar step-heating method
(due to potebrial loss of wAr by recoil during irradiation). It
was found that excess ^Ar was associated with quartz
contaminants in the mineral separates (probably present in
fluid inclusions in the quartz), and so improved mineral
separation techniques were employed to obtain pure mica
separates. Five seriate samples and one roscoelite sample
subsequently yielded ages of between 6.1 and S.I Ma,
suggesting that mineralization took place within 1 Ma of the
tone of cooling of the intrusive rocks at Porgera. Similar age
relationships between magmatism and mineralization have
been observed in several other epitbermal-type ore deposits
(see review by Hayba et aL 198S), and suggest at least an
indirect relationship (e.g. thermal) between these two
processes, ft"* rrM*P*<<t''p may aUn mrnA tn ihr supply nf
some metallic components in the ore-forming system at
Porgera (see Richards et aL, this volume).

4 MINERALOGY & PETROLOGY

The mineralogy of intrusive rocks at Porgera has been
discussed in detail by Richards (1990a,b). The intrusions
range from fine- to medium-grained, and porphyritic to
euhedral granular in texture, reflecting different rates of
crystallization (e^, in smaller and larger bodies respectively).
Pbenocryst assemblages vary from olivine-clinopyroxenc in
the most primitive rocks (as identified by Mg#, and Cr and
Niconcentratioas),througholK^-dinopyro)iene-bornblende
and clinopvroxene-hornblende-plagioclase in more evolved
rocks, to clinopvroxene-plagjoclasc in evolved
"feldspar-porphyry" dykes. Fluor-apatite phenocrysts (up to 2
mm wide in some samples) and chromite/magnetite are
ubiquitous, and biotite/phlogopite occurs in the groundmass.

Fresh oUvine has not been observed at Porgera, but its
original presence in mafic rocks is inferred from the
occurrence of characteristically shaped pseudomorphs.
Clinopyroxene compositions range from Cr-rich diopside in
pbenocryst cores, to Ti-rich salite in pbenocryst rims and
intergranular grains in evolved intrusions. Sodium contents
are relatively high, particularly in late-stage intergranular
salites, where concentrations of up to 1.0 wt. % Na2O have
been measured by electron microprobe. Calculated
?t?* /Vê* ratios are also high, with a mode of -0.6.

Hornblende occurs as prominent, zoned, light to dark
brown euhedra in some porphyries, with compositions
corresponding to titanian magnesio-hastingsites (sensu Leake
1978), reflecting high Fe3* /Fe2* ratios (average w 0.7) as in
dinopyroxenes. Hornblende in granular rocks forms dark
brown, high-Fe-TL low-Al poikilitic grains approaching
kaersutite in composition. These oikocrysts crystallized in
situ, in contrast to the phenocrvsts which appear to have
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Fig. 2. ^Ar/^Ar apparent age spectra for hornblendes from the PIC, divided into slightly discordant (a) and highly
discordant (b) groups on the basis of their conventional K-Ar apparent ages (given in parentheses is legend; Ma).
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crystallized at deeper levels and have been entrained in the
magma during shallow-level emplacement.

Plagioclase phenocrysts are generally absent from
ofivine-bearing rocks, but they closely follow the appearance
of hornblende as a cotectic phase, suggesting the
crystallization sequence olKine - clinopyroxene - hornblende
- plagioclase. Plagioclase pbenocrysts are zoned from
bytownite or labradorite cores, to andesine rims. The calcic
cores are commonly saussuritized, as are finer grained
crystals in the groundmass. Where fresh, however,
groundmass plagiodasc is typically labradorite, or andesine in
more evolved rocks.

Mafíc components in the groundmass are generally altered
to assemblages of chlorite, seriate, carbonate, and locally
epidote. With increasing degrees of propylitic alteration,
clinopyroxene, and then hornblende phenocrysts are
chloritized, and plagioclase is completely saussuritized. Some
of this alteration may be deuteric in origin, as suggested by
the abundance of primary volatile-bearing minerals
(hornblende, biotile, apatite), and evidence for exsolution of
volatiles during crystallization (miarolitic cavities and
pegmaiitic lenses in granular rocks, and vesicles in
fine-grained dykes and chilled margins). Original space in
cavities and vesicles is now filled mainly by carbonate, but
evidence from less altered intrusive rocks of similar
composition nearby suggests that these interstitial areas may
originally have been filled with analcite, in keeping with the
sodic, alkalic composition of the intrusive suite (see below).

5 WHOLE-ROCK GEOCHEMISTRY & ISOTOPE
SYSTEMATICS

XRF whole-rock analyses of 29 least-altered, representative
samples selected from a suite of 84 analyzed samples are
presented by Richards (1990a), and the full data set,
including INAA analyses of 14 samples, is listed in Richards
(1990b). Experimental methods are described by Norrish &
Chappell (1977) and Chappell and Hergt (1989).

Nd and Sr isotopic compositions of nine samples, and Pb
isotopic compositions of six samples of least-altered intrusive

rocks from Porgera are given by Richards et al. (1990a,b).

5.1 Major elements

All of the samples found at Porgera have been affected to
varying degrees by propylitic alteration, and some samples
have experienced additional potassic (seridtic) alteration
associated with gold mineralization. It is therefore important
to select only those samples which are least altered for
discussion of igneous geochemistry. Accordingly, Richards
(1990a,b) used a combination of petrographic and
geochemicai criteria (including assessment of the behaviour
of mobile elements such as K and Rb, and concentrations of
H2O and COj) to select a suite of least-altered samples.
These samples display good covariance on Harker diagrams
and fractionation trends consistent with the observed
mineralogy (Fig. 3). The rocks are characterized by
consistently high Na/K ratios ([Na2O - 2] > KjO for most
samples, indicating a sodic classification) with Na2O
concentrations ranging from -2 wt. % in mafic cumulates, to
almost 6 wt. % in evolved feldspathic rocks (Fig. 3).
[Compare the sbosbonitic classification for the Porgera suite
of Rock & Finlayson (1990), which is based on a data set
which appears to include several altered samples with high
K-contents, probably taken from Sombroek (1986), although
specific data sources and sample descriptions are not given.)

Other distinctive features of the major element
geochemistry of non-cumulate rocks (calculated volatile-free)
are relatively high AljO3 concentrations (14 to 19 wt. %) and
Fe3 + /Fe2* ratios (0.5 to 1.2) which increase with
differentiation, moderate TiO2 concentrations (0.8 to 1.4 wt.
%) which decrease with differentiation, high concentrations
of H2O and CO2 even in least altered samples (231 0.5 wt.
% H2O+, and 2.8 ± 13 wt. % CO2, n = 29), and their
silica-undersaturated to saturated character (all except two of
the most evolved feldspathic rocks are nepheline-normative
when calculated free of volatiles). Feldspathoids have not
been recognized in any of the samples from Porgera studied
here, but as noted above, analcite has been observed in
similar, but less altered intrusive rocks from nearby.
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5.2 Petrologic classification

Using the TAS classification scheme for volcanic rocks, in
lieu of an accepted scheme for hypabyssal intrusive rocks, the
Porgera intrusions range from volatile-rich, porphyritic alkali
basalts and poikilitic cumulate-enriched alkali gabbros,
through porphyritic hawaiites, to porphyritic or eubedral
granular mugearites. Rock and Finlayson (1990) have
contested the use of the TAS scheme for classification of the
PIC, and prefer a mineralogical classification involving names
such as hornblendite cumulate, hornblende-feldspar
porphyry, or feldspar porphyry. They further suggest that the
more mafic rocks are lamprophyres or appinites, and that the
parental magma was lamprop'uyric After careful
examination of a collection of over 140 petrographic
specimens from Porgera, only five samples were found to fit
the textural criteria for classification as lamprophyres, as
given by Streckeisen (1979) and Rock (1987). The
remainder are either plagioclase-phyric to some extent
(feldspars are confined to the groundmass in lamprophyres),
or non-hornblende-phyric, hornblende either being absent, or
occurring as poikilitic rather than idiomorphic grains
(lamprophyres are characteristically porphyritic, and
"preferably panidiomorphic* [Rock 1987: 1931). Further-
more, those samples which do bear the textural character-
istics of lamprophyres are not the most primitive rock types
at Porgera, as indicated by Mg#, and Ni and Cr concentra-
tions. Instead, olivine-clinopyroxene-phyric alkali basalt
dykes more closely represent the parental magma (Fig. 4).

Thus it is considered that classification of the Porgera
intrusive suite as lamprophyric is unwarranted. Moreover,
use of the term "appiniie" to describe hornblende-rich
plutonic rocks is not recommended by Bales & Jackson
(1987). However, Rock (1987: 195-196) notes that some
alkali lamprophyres 'grade into basaltic rocks of similar bulk
composition" (and presumably vice versa) by variation of
volatile content and hence mineralogy, and so description of
the suite as volatile-rich alkali basaltic (Richards 1990a), or
camptonitic basaltic (e.g. Rock 1987) would appear to be
arbitrary.

5 3 Trace elements

Trace element abundances in representative samples from
the PIC are shown in Figure 5, normalized to primitive
mantle compositions. The patterns are characterized by
enrichments of large-ion lithopbile and high-ficld-strength
elements (including Th, Nb, and Ta) relative to compatible
elements. On chondrite-nonnalized diagrams, the suite is
also uniformly light-rare-earth element-enriched, and lacks
negative anomalies at Eu (Richards 1990ajb). Trace element
ratios in the most primitive samples are similar to those of
intrapiate alkali basalts (eg. (La/Yblc = 15 to 19, Ba/La =
8 to 10, La/Nb = 0.6 to 0.7, Sr/Nd « 25), and are
Mtt'mpikh^A from destructive margin cak-alkalinc rocks by

their lack of troughs at Nb and Ta on mantle-normalized
diagrams, and relatively high Na/K compositions (cf. Pearce
1982; Sun & McDonough 1989). Titanium concentrations
are lower than in typical ocean island alkali basalts (e.g.
Ti/Eu w 4000, compared to -6000 in OIB; Sun &
McOonougb 1989), but ibis effect may be partly due to
extensive early fractionation of chromite/magnetite (Ti
behaves as a compatible element in these rocks).
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Fig. 5. Representative samples from the PIC, normalized to
primitive-mantle compositions of Sun and McDonough 1989.
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The alkalic character of the Porgera suite appears to be
unique among Late Tertiary igneous rocks from the PNG
Highlands. Middle Miocene subduoion-rclated ptutons to
the north of the Lagaip fault zone are calc-alkaiine (eg.
Mason & McDonald 1978), whereas younger Pliocene-
Pleistocene vokanks to the south are shoshonitk to andesitic
in composition, and display characteristic mild to strong
Nb-Ti depletions (eg. Mackenzie tt Johnson 1984). The age
and compositional differences between these igneous rocks
and the PIC suggest that duferent petrogenetic processes are
required to explain their occurrences.

5.4 Nd, Sr, & Pb isotopic compositions

Initial Nd and Sr isotopic compositions of intrusive rocks
from Porgera are relatively uniform, clustering at "Sr/^Sr
» 0.7035, aaá tMnt +6. Initial Pb isotopic compositions
reflect mild cntstal contamination during shallow-level
emplacement, particularly in the most mafic samples (Le.
holiest magmas) and smallest dykes (largest surface area).
Least affected samples duster at 2l*Pb/*'4Pb «a 18.66,
^ P b / ^ P b « 1556, ""Pb/^Pb » 38.54 (see Figs. 1 & 3
of Richards et al., this volume). These isotopic compositions
arc typical of many ocean island and island arc basaltic
rocks, and indicate derivation from a time-averaged depleted
mantle source. However, the enrichment in incompatible
elements shown by the Porgera suite suggests recent (« 0-5
Ga) metasomatism of the source region, and Richards et al.
(1990a) have suggested that magmatism was related to the
complex tectonic setting during the Late Miocene.
Specifically, rapid changes in plate configuration attending
lhe elimination of part of the Solomon Sea plate by
double-subduction, may have promoted partial melting in the
back-arc aslhenosphere beneath the Australasian continental
margin, which may in turn nave been chemically modified by
earlier deep subduction processes (e.g. Ringwood 1990).

6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

The distinctive mineralogy of the Porgera intrusive rocks
contrasts with their geochemical and isotopic characteristics,
which are in general not unlike those of alkali basaltic rocks
from intraplate settings. The most significant difference
between typical OIB and the Porgera suite, however, is the
relatively high volatile content of the latter (particularly
H2O). This characteristic is reflected in the abundance of
volatile-rich primary igneous minerals such as hornblende,
biotile, and apatite, and the widespread occurrence of
vesicles, miarolitic cavities, and pegmatitic lenses. It was also
responsible for the evolution of the undersaturated parental
magma towards saturated compositions, through fraction-
al ion of silica-poor hornblende (typically with -40 wt. %
SiO2). However, HjO-contents in the magma were not high
enough to suppress the appearance of plagioclase on the
cotectic, with the result that rocks of mugearitic composition
are strongly plagioclaie-phyiic Plagiodase-saturation,
however, was delayed until shortly after hornblende-
saturation, with the result that a small window of composi-
tions exists which lexturally resemble lamprophyres (e.g. non-
plagioclase-phvric, dinopyroxcae-hornblende porphyries).
We do not consider that the occurrence of a small number

(five) of lamprophyrc-teaujTed «ynplr* within a much larger
oa^jnmB" of non-iamprophyric rocks warrants classification
of the entire Porgera suite as lamprophyric, or that the
parental magma was lamprophyric (Rock & Finlayson 1990).

Rock et aL (1989), and Rock & Finlavson (1990) suggest
that Porgera is an example of a long recognized spatial
aaoriation between lamprophyres and some gold deposits, a
relationship which Rock A Groves (1988a» have suggested
may extend to metaHogencsis by virtue of the fact that some
lamprophyres sampled near gold deposits are found to carry
elevated abundances of An. However, Wyman & Kerrich
(1989) have questioned the veracity of these primary gold
enrichments, and point to the positive anomalies at Au in
mantle-normalized noble-metal diagrams as simply reflecting
secondaryoverprintingbymetalliferousfluids. For reasons
gnen above, definition of the Porgera suite as lamprophyric
is not considered appropriate here. Instead, a classification
in terms of volatile-rich alkali basaltic rocks and their
differentiates is preferred. Possible genetic relationships
between these igneous rocks and gold mineralization at
Porgera are investigated by Richards et al. (this volume).
They find that the Porgera magmas were not significantly
enriched in Au, but conclude that the high inferred volatile
content of the Porgera magmas may have been important in
concentrating gold from background levels in a magmaiic
fluid; alternatively, the PIC may have acted simply as a heat
source to drive an epithermal-style hydrothermal system. If
the former model is correct, then the Porgera gold deposit
may ultimately be a mafic alkalic analogue of a
porphyry-type system, in which precious metals, instead of
base metals, are enriched (cf. Wcrle et aL 1984; Mutschler et
al. 1983; Handley & Bradshaw 1986).
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